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NEW POWERS
Elemental/Energy Control (expanded)
Energy Control
Cold The character can manipulate cold, ice and snow to attack and blind
opponents and create an armor-like icy coating on skin or objects.

Superyell
The character has the ability to be heard from a great distance.
Rank Value
1-2
3-5
6-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-74
75-99
100-149
150-999
1000

Distance Heard
5 sectors.
10 sectors.
1 kilometre.
10 kilometres.
Anywhere in neighbourhood.
Anywhere in city.
Anywhere in state.
Anywhere in nation.
Anywhere on planet.
Anywhere in galaxy.
Anywhere in universe.
Anywhere in multiverse.
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SOLO
The villains and heroes that follow either work alone or in small groups of specialised
agents. Though some are heroes (or at least have heroic elements), most can be
used as antagonists for your characters.
Purr, a thief and burglar, provides a ready foe for law-abiding heroes, and Gunsel will
go to any lengths to protect himself from Mob pursuit. Though Committee Five see
themselves as acting in the best interests of humankind, they are prepared to
destroy anyone they judge to be a threat. They are ruthless in the pursuit of their
goals.
Only the Spelunker is difficult to press into service as an enemy. Even she could be
mind-controlled, manipulated behind the scenes or convinced that righteousness is
served by destroying the characters – particularly if the characters are apt to
violence or summary executions.
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COMMITTEE FIVE AGENT
A member of a police squad trained to neutralise and execute rogue supers.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

15
5
10
5

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

5
5
15

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

35
25
5
0

POWERS
• Weapon (katana) 10: Add 10 to your
melee damage.
EQUIPMENT
• Katana.
• Suit.
• Sunglasses.
• Radio.
SKILLS
• Interrogate (Willpower)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: Each agent has a secret identity.
Origin: Skilled human.
Home: New York City, New York, United States.
Committee Five was established by the mayor of New York City after a rogue
supervillain disturbed the space-time continuum of the city. Special legislation by the
city and state legislature authorised C5 agents to use force in apprehending “posthumans” (official government terminology for metahumans). Although the Supreme
Court has ruled such authorisation is illegal, the Governor and Mayor have refused to
back down on this issue.
Committee Five agents are rigorously screened for psychological and physical health,
but they are now more eager to accept recruits after an “accident” with a berserk
super wiped out an entire graduating class of agents.
Committee Five recruits cannot have met a metahuman before – not even in a
negative or neutral light. They also must not have shown metahuman talent
themselves or have a close relative that has demonstrated such powers.
According to rumour, Committee Five keeps dozens of imprisoned metahumans in
its vast vaults beneath 62nd Street. Agents frequently fight and experiment on these
supers in their training regimes.
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FLINCH
Watch the Flinch leap through space with his stretchable body!
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

50
15
40
15

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

10
5
25

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

110
40
5
-10

POWERS
• Elasticity 25: Stretch 3 sectors.
• Fast Attack 5: Two attacks each turn.
• Regeneration 15: Instead of an action,
heal 15 damage.
EQUIPMENT
• Superstretchable Suit™
SKILLS
• Martial Arts (Melee)
• Athletics (Fortitude)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: James Henry Parker.
Origin: Changed human.
Home: Darwin, Northern Territory, Australia.
A young and promising scientist, Henry was well known amongst his friends in his
Northern Territory research labs, though he had few friends out of the science
faculty. He gave most of his attention to his martial arts classes, where he trained in
several styles. It was when he was injured in one of these classes that he
experimented with a serum to change the consistency of his body and decrease the
chance of injuring himself. His body became extraordinarily elastic, making him the
Northern Territory’s first metahuman.
The Flinch was involved with the movement Close the Gap, where he used his
stretchable arms as a novel demonstration of their aims. The organisation ceased
their involvement with him when the The Age released evidence of his cooperation
with organisations on the government supervillain blacklist.
Though the Flinch is a mercenary prepared to work for any organisation, he has
certain requirements placed on his service. His employer must promise that citizens
he captures will be treated with deference and with their human dignity respected,
and he will check up on their treatment to ensure his conditions are met.
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GHOUL
An eons-old vampire queen with ambitions for humankind.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

40
10
40
40

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

30
10
20

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

130
60
30
-15

POWERS
• Regeneration 10: Instead of an action, heal 10 Damage.
• Body Armor 10: Reduce damage by 10.
• Nine Lives 13: Each session, gain 26 Fortune points to spend on rolls.
• Fast Attack 5: Two attacks each turn.
• Mind Control 20: Make a d% roll at Rank Value 30 to control a target.
EQUIPMENT
• Grappling hook.
• Catsuit.
• Manacles.
• Lockpick.
SKILLS
• Martial Arts (Brawn)
• Strategy (Intellect)
• Stealth
(Coordination)
• Vampire Prince Lowe
(contact)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: None.
Origin: Undead.
Home: Washington, Columbia, United States.
An immortal undead being from the time of the Etruscans, the Ghoul sees herself as
a quasi-religious deliverer of humanity. The mother of vampires, the Ghoul uses her
network of blood slaves to put her savage plan into motion.
Ghoul’s ambition is for a moralistic, authoritarian state modelled on the
Mesopotamian kingdoms of old. She sees death as a tangible force bestowing
meaning and beauty on existence. She has devoted her life to destroying beauty –
not out of spite, but because something is more profoundly appreciated when it is
gone.
Ghoul abhors technology, even the printing press, because it destroys uniqueness
and talent in favour of duplication and accessibility.
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GUNSEL
A hitman on the run from the Mafia.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

5
25
15
15

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

5
15
5

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

60
35
5
0

POWERS
• Weapon (pistol,
nunchakus) 20:
Do 10 damage
with ranged
attacks. Add 10
to your melee
damage.
EQUIPMENT
• Pistol.
• Nunchakus.
• Greatcloak and
hat.
SKILLS
• Gunplay (Coordination)
• Investigation (Intellect)
• Driving (Coordination)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: Elliot Fitzpatrick.
Origin: Skilled human.
Home: Chicago, Illinois, United States.
The Gunsel was once plain old Elliot Fitzpatrick, an Irish-American who did odd jobs
for the Mafia and kept to himself in his cooped apartment on 62nd Street. What the
Fitz hid from his partners was a relationship with titan of industry Daniel Oswald.
When Oswald refused to cough up protection money, the Mafia approached the Fitz.
He refused and – when the Mafia sent others – met them in Oswald’s penthouse
apartment, guns blazing.
The Fitz told Oswald everything while they mopped up the pooled blood, and the
businessman said he wanted nothing more to do with his lover. Since then, the Fitz
has called himself the Gunsel and mopes around the desolate streets of Chicago.
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NEW YORK SHOCK
A metacrocodile crawling out of the sewers of the Big Apple.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

10
5
40
40

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

5
25
25

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

125
55
0
-20

POWERS
• Bite 40: As claws: use instead of Melee.
• Body Armor 30: Reduce damage by 30.
• Fast Attack 35: Three attacks each turn.
EQUIPMENT
• None.
SKILLS
• Lurking (Coordination)
• Terrifying (Willpower)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: N/A.
Origin: Mutant.
Home: New York City, New York, United States.
Nicknamed New York Shock by sensationalised headlines, the mutant crocodile
terrorising the streets of the Big Apple follows no rhyme or reason. His (or her)
rampage through the city has caused massive property damage and claimed several
lives, but more sinister is the suggestion that Shock is the pet or creation of a
criminal mastermind the city has yet to learn of.
Certainly, Shock’s enormous size and strange, translucent skin is reason enough to
believe that he is not a mortal or mundane crocodile. Exactly what he is or how he
came about is yet to be determined, but what frightens New Yorkers is the thought
that more of his brood or spawn could be on their way to the surface.
Shock doesn’t appear to be governed by logic or compassion. Perhaps fuelled by
pain, he does not respond to injury or even food. Instead, he takes a savage joy in
seizing humans and crushing them until dead. Shock leaves a gross stench whenever
he passes, and police have had some success in using dogs to track his movement.
Shock also likes chasing vehicles, sometimes swimming through the sewers only to
burst through a manhole and gobble them up after the driver thought he or she had
escaped pursuit.
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PURR
A catwoman with a savage temper and unshakable pride.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

5
40
20
15

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

10
40
10

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

95
60
0
0

POWERS
• Claws 40: Use instead of Melee.
• Superleap 15: Jump 4 sectors/turn.
• Wall-Crawling: Climb many surfaces.
• Trait Boost 20 (Awareness): Once an
hour, boost Awareness by 20 for 6
turns. Then halved for 1d10 turns.
• Superyell 20: Be heard anywhere in the
neighbourhood.
EQUIPMENT
• Grappling hook.
• Catsuit.
• Manacles.
• Lockpick.
SKILLS
•
•
•
•

Stealth (Coordination)
Climbing (Brawn)
Sleight of Hand (Coordination)
Scent (Awareness)

BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: Eliza Hewson.
Origin: Changed human.
Home: Sydney, New South Wales, Australia.
Eliza Hewson lived a middle-class life. Her middle-aged boyfriend worked in middle
management and she kept their apartment in the middle of an apartment block.
When she visited her dying, musty grandmother she realised that she saw herself in
fifty years – tired and quiet, surrounded by a legion of fussy and demanding cats.
Eliza was overcome. She slashed at her boyfriend and seized her grandmother in her
arms, carrying her away to an ancient shell of a building where the tomcats gathered
for their weekly spats. Snarling, she placed her grandmother in the centre of a ring of
cats and told her she would have to fight to escape. Instead, the cats turned on her –
violently attacking with claws and teeth. Eliza awoke in her grandmother’s spare
bedroom five feverish weeks later, and she has never been the same since.
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SPELUNKER
A vigilante modelling herself on her character in a role-playing game.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

10
20
10
15

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

20
5
15

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

55
40
10
0

POWERS
• One-of-a-Kind-Weapon 30: Make melee
attacks at 30.
• Combat Awareness 20: Awareness 20.
• Body Armor 10: Reduce damage by 10.
EQUIPMENT
• +1 longsword (One-of-a-Kind).
• Chainmail.
• Six oil-and-rag torches.
• Caltrops.
• 10-foot pole.
SKILLS
•
•
•
•

Dungeoneering (Intellect)
Athletics (Fortitude)
Intimidate (Willpower)
Bluff (Willpower)

BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: Alice Corderoy.
Origin: Skilled human.
Home: Sydney, New South Wales, Australia.
Frustrated by the constant crime she encountered on her way to and from work,
Alice Corderoy decided to become part of the solution. Adopting the mantle of her
character, she became Alarra, an elven paladin. The name did not stick but her
exploits attracted considerable media attention, with spokesperson Rouse Scott
saying she was a hero for gamers everywhere.
The Spelunker, as she is now known, focuses her time on wiping out small-time theft
and mugging. She feels that by destroying the culture of crime she can make better
progress than by hunting the big fish – especially since they are usually so welldefended and well-armed that she would not stand a chance against them.
When muggers approach or knives are drawn, it is not Sister Strange that citizens call
for – it’s the Spelunker!
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FORMIDABLE FIVE
Brought to the depths of despair and horror, reforged into supernatural forms by
death and rebirth, and united as an unstoppable team, the Formidable Five are
enemies of injustice wherever it may be. Though still coming to terms with their
powers and the responsibilities they entail, the Five are nonetheless already potent
metahumans.
The politics of the group are convoluted, and threaten to tear them apart. The core
family of Gwyn and Richard Fletcher and Howell Jenkins is relatively strong, although
Richard and Howell disagree on everything from politics to responsibility. The
Skipper sees himself as something of a lone wolf, yoked into serving with the Five
until his powers allow him to become self-sufficient.
Beyond the Fletcher-Jenkins trio are the two misfits who have been taken –
somewhat reluctantly – into the crime fighting team. James Parker was never an
extrovert, and his harrowing experience and strange powers have only heightened
his sense of isolation. The Five have taken him in out of compassion, but also
because they secretly worry he could turn to evil without their influence.
The newcomer Nightstar is a member of the team only on probation. Though the
original four members still call the team the Formidable Four, Nightstar refers to it
only as the Five.
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GADGET GWYN
A young woman trapped in a frame of orichalchum and adamantine.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

5
10
5
40

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

40
20
40

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

60
80
30
0

POWERS
• Body Armor 15: Reduce damage by 15.
• Absorption 5 (electrical): Reduce
electrical damage by 5, use it to heal 5
or attack at rank 5.
• Absorption 5 (fire): Reduce fire damage
by 5, use it to heal or attack.
• Force Field 15 (mental): Armor rank 50.
If an attack exceeds 50, roll Fortitude.
Black dazed for 1d10 turns. Other
result, dazed for 1 turn.
• Improved Skills
EQUIPMENT
• Devices.
• Spacesuit.
SKILLS
• Hacking +3 (Intellect)
• Persuasion (Willpower)
• Mechanics (Intellect)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: Gwyn Fletcher (nee Jenkins).
Origin: Technologically enhanced.
Home: Los Angeles, California, United States.
Gwyn raised her wayward brother for ten years after their parents died in a
horrendous car crash. Soon Gwyn’s life would too end, when an electrical storm
struck while she was working late in the lab. The shock fused her body to her hightech workstation, and when she was wheeled into hospital half of the circuitry and
wiring was brought with her.
Gwyn lay dead for twenty-four hours, by which time her brother Howell had
attempted suicide in grief. Some malfunction in the equipment sent a wayward
spark into the collection of machinery and charred flesh, and the entire mass stirred
once more. Stumbling out of the hospital, the misshapen thing dragged itself into the
lab and recreated itself as the beautiful if alien Gadget Gwyn.
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ICEBREAKER
A well-meaning, though shy, member of the Formidable Five.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

30
5
40
50

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

20
10
5

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

125
35
5
0

POWERS
• Energy Control 20 (cold): Manipulate ice and snow to attack, blind and create
an armor-like coating on skin.
• Absorption 20 (cold): Reduce cold damage by 20, use it to heal or attack.
• Animal Command 10 (dogs,
bears and wolves):
Communicate with dogs at
rank 15. Red is a success,
yellow commands the
animal.
EQUIPMENT
• Winter gear.
• CCCP shirt.
SKILLS
• Computer Hacking and
Programming (Intellect)
• Sports (Fortitude)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: James Parker.
Origin: Changed human.
Home: Los Angeles, California,
United States.
Icebreaker is a reclusive programmer living in California. On a fateful day two years
ago, he was trapped in an unseasonable snowstorm. His body lay beneath the snow
for half a year until thawed by balmy summer weather. Icebreaker awoke as if out of
a long and restful dream, to discover his body was perpetually cold and he had a
strange influence over ice and cold.
His loneliness exacerbated by his new powers, Icebreaker was delighted to meet
Howell Jenkins and the Fletchers. Though he is not close to any of them, they include
him in their super team the Formidable Five.
His shirt was a gift for his work on the Combined Community Codec Pack, though it
amuses him to be mistaken for a socialist.
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NIGHTSTAR
A tormented young woman with budding and unexplored powers.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

5
20
3
10

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

20
6
40

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

38
66
10
0

POWERS
• Elemental Control 40 (fire): Attack at
rank 40. Create a wall of fire at rank 40.
• Elemental Generation 15 (fire):
Generate fire.1
• Mind Control 20: Roll on the Master
Table at 50. Nightstar is not aware she
has this power, using it subconsciously.
• Telepathy 3: Nightstar is only just
coming into her powers.
EQUIPMENT
• Star suit.
• Penknife.
SKILLS
• Art (Intellect)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: Anne McCarthy.
Origin: Changed human.
Home: Los Angeles, California, United States.
Nightstar was a sad and lonely university student, unfulfilled by her arts degree and
wanting something more from life. She volunteered as an intern at Richard’s
laboratory once a week and proved a ready learner. One night, working late to
impress Richard, she sparked a chemical reaction that burned the lab to the ground.
Nightstar survived the blaze burnt and shaken, retreating into herself. She dropped
out of university, dwelling in abandoned and burnt-out buildings along the docks.
There, she painted fabulous and frightening paintings of the hallucinations she
experienced while being roasted alive.
Upon learning of Richard’s death and rebirth, Nightstar became obsessed with him.
She followed him around, pestering and posturing until he finally accepted her into
the Formidable Four – over the heads of Gwyn and Howell. Unknown to Anne and
Richard, Anne has used her budding mind control powers to make RIchard think
more fondly of her.
1

Elemental Control includes +10 from Elemental Manipulation, and vice versa.
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PROUD
A lion-like man who is fiercely protective of his projects and his family.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

5
20
20
15

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

30
20
15

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

60
65
10
5

POWERS
• Claws 20: Use instead of melee.
• Regeneration 10: Instead of an action, heal 10 damage.
• Superleap 15: Jump 4 sectors each turn.
• Supersense 30 (scent): Use this sense at rank 30.
EQUIPMENT
• Lion suit.
• Mobile phone.
SKILLS
• Biology
(Intellect)
• Leadership
(Willpower)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity:
Richard Fletcher.
Origin: Changed
human.
Home: Los Angeles, California, United States.
Richard Fletcher was an eager scientist with a sincere passion for his colleague,
Gwyn Jenkins. The day he planned to ask her out, Gwyn was hideously injured –
believed killed – by a lightning strike. Heartbroken, Richard retreated into the woods
in a state of madness. He took to scavenging what he could, living like an animal.
Richard returned to his senses when he almost slew a small child out of hunger. He
returned to LA where Gwyn revealed her miraculous recovery and lovingly nurtured
him back to health and stability.
Richard still has an element of the savage in him, something he expresses through
his night-time prowls as the crime-fighting Proud. In his mundane life, he proposed
to Gwyn and they have married. Skipper only reluctantly accepts his authority as
leader of their five-man team the Formidable Five. His greatest nemesis is the Few.
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SKIPPER
A brash womaniser with a heart of gold.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

10
30
20
50

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

20
10
40

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

110
70
5
0

POWERS
• Animal Command 5 (sea creatures):
Communicate with sea creatures at rank
50. Red is a success, yellow commands
the creature.
• Elemental Control 40 (water): Attack at
rank 40. Armor at 40 and lift objects 40.
• Elemental Generation 15 (water):
Generate water. 2
EQUIPMENT
• Buccaneer’s clothes.
• Surfie clothes.
SKILLS
• Swim (Fortitude)
• Charm (Awareness)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: Howell Jenkins.
Origin: Changed human.
Home: Los Angeles, California, United States.
Jenkins depends on his sister, Gwyn, who raised and cared for him after their parents
were tragically killed. A shy boy with a keen interest in the surf and yachts, Jenkins
was at sea on the day when his sister died. When he heard, he threw himself into the
waves in grief. His limp and lifeless body sunk to the bottom of the sea, where a
selkie took him into her arms and she restored his heart with a gentle kiss. With her
blessing and transformed by his experience, Jenkins rose to the surface as the
Skipper.
The Skipper lost his shyness and reserve on that fateful day, returning to shore a
womaniser and taking as his mantra Oscar Wilde’s claim: “It is better to be beautiful
than to be good”. Sometimes, only a stern word from his sister can bring him to heel
and he is reluctant to accept Richard’s leadership.

2

Elemental Control includes +10 from Elemental Manipulation, and vice versa.
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INTO AFRICA
In this alternate Earth, the world has been paused in the perilous time between two
world wars. Nazis and Soviets scheme, the working classes drudge out a dull
existence, and despite all the maps and journals there are still large chunks of the
world unexplored. Some Victorian and Art Nouveau styles survive, not yet replaced
by dissonant Dadaism or morose modernism.
There are giants in the earth in these days – masked avengers using two fists and
their own wit to foil sinister fifth columnists and fascist spies. Not yet blessed with
supernatural powers, they make do with American and British gusto.
It is also a time of women – not all women, but some – asserting their wealth and
birthright to accomplish great things. They have become explorers, captains of
industry and even scientists.
The children and grandchildren of slaves and migrants have integrated with their
communities – not without some strife.
There are strange and frightening creatures out there as well – not leviathans, but
savage whales of the deep. No behemoths, but rampaging elephants and rhinoceros.
No dragons, but some say that the fossils that are being unearthed are far more
recent than any follower of Darwin would expect.
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LADY NATALIE DUREGALE
Follow the adventures of this Victorian lady as she searches for her missing husband!
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

1
20
6
20

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

30
1
20

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

52
52
30
15

POWERS
• Headquarters 20: A mansion in Britain.
• Improved Skills
EQUIPMENT
• Several dresses, frocks and pants.
• A parasol.
SKILLS
•
•
•
•
•

Noble Graces +3 (Willpower)
Scholar (Intellect)
Society Club (Willpower)
Athletics (Fortitude)
Side-Saddle (Coordination)

BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: N/A.
Origin: Skilled human.
Home: Fornham St. Martin, Suffolk, England.
An ambitious and proud aristocrat whose husband disappeared into the dark jungles
of Africa a year ago, the Lady Natalie DuRegale is determined to find her husband
again at any cost. To this end she has organised a large search party, including two
competent and dangerous men – Hardigan Grue and Sam Stone. It is to these two
men that she has become closest on the long and harrowing journey, and she is
afraid that when she finds her husband she will no longer love him.
The sights and sounds of Africa have hardened her. Though always fit, she is now
sturdier than the farmers in her native Suffolk. She has had to run too often from
charging rhinoceroses, angry natives and malfunctioning Jeeps to maintain the soft
and curvaceous body expected of a woman. Despite this, she remains singularly
unobservant, and is constantly losing her possessions and companions. Sam Stone’s
joke that she could have walked past her husband and not recognised him was not
well received.
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HARDIGAN GRUE
A big game hunter who travels Africa to escape a messy situation.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

30
20
30
20

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

20
20
20

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

100
60
5
5

POWERS
• Weapons: A rifle (15 damage).
• Body Armor 15: Reduce damage by 15.
EQUIPMENT
• A rifle.
• Kevlar™ body armor.
• Hunting clothes.
• Hat.
• Glasses.
SKILLS
• Hunting (Coordination)
• Tracking (Awareness)
• Biology (Intellect)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: N/A.
Origin: Skilled human.
Home: Johannesburg, South Africa.
Hardigan Grue was a British student in a Johannesburg university during his youth. A
keen student of the arts, Hardigan could be found in the library between dinner and
the midnight curfew. It was here that he witnessed an altercation between two
white students over the justifications behind the Boer War. Stepping between the
two combatants, Hardigan himself was struck hard.
Something in the normally mild student snapped. He beat both of the students into
the ground and then continued mildly reading his book. When another found the
two sobbing students, Hardigan was hauled in front of the Dean and summarily
expelled.
Hardigan found employment as a ranger, and soon branched out into hunting in his
spare time. He became respected by the local Afrikaners both for his command over
the language and his pragmatic views on survival and race. When he grew tired of his
job on the reserve, he sought casual employment as a tracker and hunter.
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SAM STONE
A strange masked man hired to accompany DuRegale on her journey.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

40
15
20
20

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

10
30
5

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

95
45
5
5

POWERS
• Animal Command 5 (mammals):
Communicate with mammals at 15.
• Combat Awareness 5: Awareness 40.
• Contaminant Resistance 5: Resist
poisons and disease at rank 30.
• Fast Attack 5: Two attacks each turn.
• Nine Lives 25: Each session, gain 50
Fortune points to affect rolls.
EQUIPMENT
• Two changes of clothes.
• A packet of cheap cigarettes.
• Three boxes of matches.
• A flashlight.
SKILLS
• Stealth +2 (Coordination)
• Martial Arts (Melee)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: N/A.
Origin: Skilled human.
Home: No fixed address.
When Lady DuRegale announced her intentions to travel to Africa and search for her
missing husband, she was declared mad. Her friends and relatives had never been
fond of her vague and uncouth husband, and he had frittered away her wealth on his
unproductive expeditions.
In Britain, only one man expressed interest in accompanying her. Sam Stone was an
associate of her husband and claimed they had saved one another’s lives in the
diamond mines of the Witwaterstrand. For a modest fee, he would protect her from
thugs and use his knowledge of the area to their advantage. Recently he has started
to compete with newcomer Hardigan Grue for her attentions.
The Lady DuRegale readily accepted and over time the two have grown to trust one
another, though Stone is not one for small talk or idle chat and is reluctant to reveal
details of his past.
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MAFIA
Is there any more sinister or versatile enemy than the malevolent Italian Mafia?
Parachuted to wealth and influence by authoritarian, self-righteous legislation,
bound by their own code of honour, able to recruit from any of the swelling mass of
Italian migrants gracing America’s cities.
Something about the Mafia resonates with audiences, and has done for decades.
They are criminals, able to be dispatched by a hero with not a moment’s remorse,
but their ties to the Italian community are pronounced and their treatment of their
members is laudable. They represent the fears that will never leave us – xenophobia
and racism. They are not on the side of good, but they may readily serve as antiheroes in a country hostile and hateful towards other races.
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JULIO-CLAUDIANS
Four nasty werewolves raised by Tortelli Tortelli.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

20
25
15
20

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

5
20
5

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

80
30
5
-10

POWERS
• Alter-Ego (wolf): In wolf form, the JulioClaudians’ Melee increases to 30 and
their Brawn to 25. Their Damage
increases to 100. They gain Body Armor
10, Fast Attack 5 and Superspeed 20.
EQUIPMENT
• None.
SKILLS
• Tracking (Awareness)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: Fusilli Tortelli (Tiberius), Rotini
Tortelli (Gaius), Cavatappi Tortelli (Claudius) and
Vermicelli Tortelli (Nero).
Origin: Changed human.
Home: New York City, New York, United States.
Tiberius, Gaius, Claudius and Nero were four Italian orphans left outside St.
Maraline’s Orphanage for the Wretched and Deprived. Before they could be taken
inside by the nurses, gangsters seized them and carried them off to Tortellini’s lair.
The young mobster saw these four babies as his route to power within the Mob. He
had them bitten by a slobbering and crazed werewolf his cronies had captured, and
then raised them himself. He impressed upon them his authority so often that they
are now slavishly loyal to him – even when in their moon-struck forms.
Although difficult to tell because the pack is so homogenous, the Julio-Claudians
each have separate personalities. Fusilli is quick to anger. Rotini is hedonistic and
arrogant, constantly preening his ragged and mangy pelt. Cavatappi is clever, but
simple concepts escape him and he can be easily confused. Vermicelli is the most
dangerous of all because, though slight, he has no fear and will fight no matter how
much of a beating he takes.
Mob rumour is that the Julio-Claudians tore out the throat of Tortellini’s young wife
Campanelle one night of the full moon, but Mac the Stooge’s brother maintains
Tortelli caught Gaius and her making love and ordered the werewolf to kill her as a
double punishment.
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MAC THE STOOGE
The brutish thug whose ambitions and sense were knocked out of him.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

40
20
35
35

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

1
1
1

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

130
3
15
-5

POWERS
• Weapon 15 (pistol, longsword)
• Body Armor 15: Ignore 15 points of
damage from each attack.
EQUIPMENT
• Pistol.
• Longsword.
• Trenchcoat.
SKILLS
• Intimidation (Brawn)
• Driving (Coordination)
• English History +3cs (Intellect)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: Macaroni Tortelli.
Origin: Skilled human.
Home: New York City, New York, United States.
Mac the Stooge was once the bright and promising Macaroni Tortelli. Studying to
become a lawyer, he seemed emblematic of his family’s ambition to climb the social
ladder. He associated with his criminal relatives, but avoided becoming enmeshed in
any of their schemes or the intra-family feud tearing the family apart.
All this changed one day when Dario Tortelli, late as usual, intercepted Macaroni
outside one of his classes. Dario would make Mac the Mafia’s leading lawyer if only
the boy would help bring a case against the notorious – though untried – Tortellini
Tortelli. No straight lawyer in the city was prepared to do it, but the Mafia would not
let one of their own be destroyed.
Macaroni accepted. The next day, a man calling himself Gaius threw Mac out of a
three-storey building. The only person who visited him in hospital was Tortellini, who
found it all too easy to convince the now simple and dull young man that only
Tortellini could protect and care for him.
Since then, Mac has been a faithful bodyguard and odd-jobs-man for Tortellini, who
soon afterwards rose to take his place as head of the city’s savage Mafia.
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TORTELLI TORTELLI
The malevolant godfather of the local Mafia.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

5
15
5
15

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

30
20
30

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

40
80
50
-25

POWERS
• Weapon 15 (rifle): A rifle (15 damage).
• Body Armor 15: Reduce damage by 15.
• Sidekick (Mac the Stooge)
• Vehicle 40: The Hearse has Durability
30, Handling 50 and Velocity 32. Its
special systems are bazookas and antimatter-powered engines (both at rank
value 20).
EQUIPMENT
• Rifle.
• Kevlar body armor.
• $100,000 in cash.
• The Hearse, a rocket-powered
limousine.
• Hip flask filled with whisky.
SKILLS
•
•
•
•

Interrogate (Willpower)
Inspire (Willpower)
Escape (Coordination)
The Julio-Claudians, Vladimir the Fence, Constable Harrigan (contacts)

BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: Tortellini “Tortelli” Tortelli.
Origin: Skilled human.
Home: New York City, New York, United States.
Tortelli needs no mask to hide his identity, for he operates openly. His flagrant
violations of the law go ignored by a police force too corrupt or too terrified to act.
Tortelli considers himself a classy criminal. He insists his agents use calling cards,
dress in dinner jackets and asks only fellow Italians to join the Mob (he will employ
others). Tortelli focuses on the Mafia “brand”, and is quite happy to release hostages
who promise to promote him to the public.
He is rarely seen without his batman, Mac the Stooge, and his four attack dogs (the
Julio-Claudians, though few know their true nature).
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THE WORLD OF THE PAGE
Carroll’s work is hardly the only source of villains and heroes, but it is a ready and
accessible one. His rich imagination produced readily identifiable characters that
players as well as characters can relish fighting and outwitting. The ambiguity and
fancy of much of his writing also leaves room for the Game Master to make his or
her own interpretations.
If borrowing from other authors and books, consider myth and legend, fantasy and
science fiction as well as superhero comics and books. Tracking the reason for the
literature outbreak and ways to stop it could form the basis of many adventures.
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CALLOO CALLAY
A hero bursting from a book to do battle with a beast we all know.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

10
35
25
25

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

25
15
25

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

95
65
5
10

POWERS
• One-of-a-Kind Weapon 5 (Winxy Pistol): Make ranged attacks at 45.
• One-of-a-Kind Weapon 30 (Vorpal Blade): Make melee attacks at 30.
• Combat Awareness 5: Awareness 25.
• Body Armor 10: Reduce damage by 10.
EQUIPMENT
• Vorpal Blade
• Winxy Pistol
• Tumtum Fruit: When eaten, the character gains Regeneration 10 for three
turns.
• Tulgey Sapling: Material Value 99 plant that has Growth 50 and Shrinking 50.
SKILLS
•
•
•
•

Dungeoneering (Intellect)
Athletics (Fortitude)
Intimidate (Willpower)
Bluff (Willpower)

BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: None.
Origin: Alien.
Home: No fixed address.
When it was brillig, Calloo’s father bestowed upon him his family’s vorpal sword and
bid him to beware the Jabberwock and Jubjub birds and to shun the frumious
Bandersnatch. Not one to be cowed, no matter how mome he might have to
venture, Calloo sought his manxome foe without hesitation. Calloo’s search left him
feeling he was gyring in circles, but as he rested and contemplated uffishly beneath a
tulgey tree the Jabberwock came to him.
Though the Jabberwock had eyes of flame and whiffled and burbled frumiously,
Calloo felt no fear. He sent his vorpal blade snicker-snacking through and through
the Jabberwock, and galumphed frabjously back home with his trophy – the
Jabberwock’s head. Though lauded, the beamish boy knew his task was not
complete – for the Jabberwock lurks within all mimsy men’s hearts, waiting for the
opportunity to burst forth and gimble once more.
And the brave Calloo Callay is waiting for that day.
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JABBERWOCK
A frumious foe that springs from a tormented subconscious.
Melee:
Coord:
Brawn:
Fort:

10
35
75
55

Intell:
Aware:
Will:

15
5
35

Damage:
Fortune:
Lifestyle:
Repute:

175
55
0
-30

POWERS
• Bite 30: As Claws: make Melee attacks at 30.
• Regeneration 20: Instead of an action, heal 20.
• Body Armor 10: Reduce damage by 10.
• Fast Attack 5: The Jabberwock can use its jaws that bite for an attack and its
claws that catch for wrestling in the same turn.
• Energy Control 30 (fire): Attack at rank 40. Walls at rank 40.
EQUIPMENT
• None.
SKILLS
• Wiffle (Willpower)
• Burble (Fortitude)
BACKGROUND
Secret Identity: None.
Origin: Alien.
Home: No fixed address.
There’s no rhyme or reason behind the Jabberwock, nor can its existence be clearly
charted through history. Clearly, it is native to the wabe and borogroves, but
whether those are an actual and hidden place or a metaphor for the darker reaches
of the human mind is unclear. As for its origin, it seems it was born with a vellum
placenta and a nibbled nib for its umbilical cord.
The Jabberwock’s eyes of fire, jaws that bite and claws that catch would be bad
enough, but it is also a keen hunter and can easily sneak up on prey when it is
disguised by tulgey trees. That said, it has a weakness – its neck is thin and could
easily be severed by a vorpal blade in the hands of a courageous warrior.
Why the Jabberwock acts as it does is unclear. Perhaps, removed from its diet of
toves and raths it must gimble humans and animals. Maybe it is merely uffish to an
extreme, or when mome it is overcome by rage and loneliness.
Certainly it will be a frabjous day when the Jabberwock is slain once and for all.
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THE JABBERWOCKY
'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.
"Beware the Jabberwock, my son!
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!
Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
The frumious Bandersnatch!"
He took his vorpal sword in hand:
Long time the manxome foe he sought—
So rested he by the Tumtum tree,
And stood awhile in thought.
And as in uffish thought he stood,
The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame,
Came whiffling through the tulgey wood,
And burbled as it came!
One, two! One, two! and through and through
The vorpal blade went snicker-snack!
He left it dead, and with its head
He went galumphing back.
"And hast thou slain the Jabberwock?
Come to my arms, my beamish boy!
O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!"
He chortled in his joy.
'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.
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